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Calvin and Hobbes are back in another thrilling adventure involving escapes from girls, parents, and

snow goon monsters.InÂ Attack of the Deranged Mutant Killer Monster Snow Goons,Â Calvin

suffers a host of hardships. He gets attacked by his new two-wheeler bike. Hobbes gets kidnapped

by Susie, a slimy girl. His father cancels Calvin&#39;s personal TV network. Self-multiplying

deranged mutant killer monster snow goons threaten to take over the yard. And if that wasn&#39;t

enough, the ethicated duplicate of Calvin&#39;s good side wreaks havoc with his reputation by

doing good deeds.Yet Calvin conquers all with his irrepressible spirit and a little help from alter-egos

Spaceman Spiff, Stupendous Man, and Tracer Bullet, private eye. Readers are delighted by

Calvin&#39;s resourceful wit, which applies to everything from philosophical speculations to

attempts to outsmart his parents.
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Calvin and his stuffed tiger Hobbes wreck havoc as usual in this awesome collection of Watterson's

timeless comic. Whether Calvin's wild imagination is dreaming of prehistoric dinosaurs or planning a

mischevious attack on his arch-rival (fellow classmate Suzie Derkins), you're sure to enjoy the

unexplainable antics of this troublesome six year old boy.This particular collection starts with a

series of cartoons depicting Calvin with chicken pox. Wouldn't you know it, as soon as he finds out

he's contagious, he invites Suzie over to play. That crazy kid.Individual comics follow, but then

another series emerges - one where Calvin's bike attacks him upon every attempt at riding it, and

his parents remain clueless about how his face could EVER get caught in the bike's chain.In



another series, we see Calvin's "Get Rid Of Slimy girlS" club planning a failed water balloon assault

on Suzie, resulting in the disappearance of Hobbes. Hobbes does some smooching with the enemy

and is labeled as a traitor.We also see Calvin struggling in math, losing a 25 cent bet to Suzie after

failing a quiz. He spends all his test time daydreaming he's interplanetary hero Spaceman Spiff, and

is only able to do one lousy problem.When the Christmas season approaches, poor Calvin has to

avoid throwing snowballs at Suzie so he won't lose any of his Christmas loot.The amusing title

series of this collection is definitely one of my favorites. Calvin builds monster snowmen that (in his

mind anyway) come to life and threaten his existence, so he freezes the whole front yard with the

garden hose to protect himself, much to the dismay of his father.
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